Version Control settings for the branch “test/test-DELETE-ME”. Steve Rosendale is the user who created the branch and is also the user who is trying to delete the branch. This user is a member of the Contributors group.
Branch policies exist on a parent branch (test/*):

- Protect these branches:
  - Code changes must be submitted via pull request.
  - This branch cannot be deleted.
  - Manage permissions for this branch on the Security page.

- Require a minimum number of reviewers
  - Minimum number of reviewers: 1
  - Allow users to approve their own changes.
  - Allow completion even if some reviewers vote "Waiting" or "Reject".
  - Reset code reviewer votes when there are new changes.

- Check for linked work items
  - Policy requirement:
    - Required: Block pull requests from being completed unless they have at least one linked work item.
    - Optional: Warn if there are no linked work items, but allow pull requests to be completed.

- Check for comment resolution
  - Policy requirement:
    - Required: Block pull requests from being completed while any comments are active.
    - Optional: Warn if any comments are active, but allow pull requests to be completed.

- Enforce a merge strategy
  - No-fast-forward merge
When the user Steve Rosendale attempts to delete the branch “test-DELETE_ME”:

```
Branches

Mine  All  Stale

Cannot delete a branch which has policies. Remove any policies first.

Branch

  test

  test-DELETE_ME  New
```